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1* Introduction*

In a series of preceding papers
1
)$

2
)>3) we have dealt with the trans-
ference between boundary value problems,
Dirichlet s and Neumann's problems,
for some domains of simple configu-
ration* The leading idea of these
papers is to reduce either of the
problems to another by means of an
elementary operation after suitably
modifying the boundary functions* The
method has been, indeed, once availed
by Myrberg for the unit circle *4/

On the other hand, we have dis-
cussed a boundary value problem of
mixed type for simply-connected
domains and derived an explicit
integral representation for the so-
lution of the problem in case of a
rectangle*5)

The purpose of the present paper is
to show that the method of transference
applies also to the mixed problem for
a rectangle, by establishing a con-
nection between this problem and an
associated Dirichlet problem* In
particular, an alternative way of
deriving the formula will be implied
for the solution of the mixed boundary
value problem*

2* Theorems*

We now state our theorems explaining
how the transference between the
boundary value problems under con-
sideration is to be performed*
Theorem 1 concerns the transference
from a mixed problem to Dirichlet
problem, while theorem 2 concerns the
transference of inverse order*

Theorem t Let, in the z—oc+iγ-
plane, a Dirichlet problem for a
basic rectangle

with the boundary condition

«tαt)=M.et), u(ig^t)=

(0<t

0)

be proposed. M ( t ) , JNΓCt), PCs) and
QX.%) being supposed bounded and con-
tinuous in their respective intervals
of definition* Solve by ur(%) (with
bounded ytf(Z)/d%) an associated
mixed boundary value problem with
the boundary condition

designating the differentiation
along inward normal* The solution
U.CZ) of the original Dirichlet
problem is then given by

Proof* Harmonicity of VJ%) follows
immediately from that of <u;(fc) It i s
also immediate that the boundary con-
dition for flUfc) along the horizontal
sides X = S and ί^S-KΛC (lgl<s<0)
i s fulfilled* That the boundary con-
dition for -ttCfc) along the vertical
sides Z—it and Z^lgi+it ( 0 < ΐ < χ )
is also fulfi l led may be shown as
follows* Let %(Z) be a function
bounded and harmonic in the half-
plane X<0 and satisfying the boundary
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